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' Mr. Larry Giebelhaus June 21, 1996
| .

Project Manager! -

,

The Dow Chrsical Company

i
1261 Building ;

| Midland, Michigan 48667 !

Dear Mr. Giebelhaus:
i

I am responding to your letter dated April 30, 1996, which transmitted your
financial assurance documentation. We have reviewed this documentation and
identified additional information that is needed before final action can be
taken. This additional information, specified in the enclosure, should be
provided within 30 days of the date of this letter.'

Although the self-guarantee in your submitted financial assurance
documentation provides adequate financial assurance for the full amount of the i

;

current decommissioning cost estimate, some of the issues raised in our review'

| suggest that the current cost estimate may be low. 10 CFR 40.36 requires
licensees to obtain financial assurance for the full cost of decommissioning
their facilities. Therefore, to ensure that the amount of financial assurancei

,

provided is adequate, you may need to increase the financial assurance !,

coverage provided if the cost estimate increases.i

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Jack Parrott
of my staff at 301-415-6700.

Sincerely,

[0riginal signed by]
| Robert Nelson, Acting Chief

Low-Level Waste and Decommissioning
| Projects Branch
! 9607030113 960621 Division of Waste Management
'
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Request for Additional Information
Review of Decommissioning Funding Plan and

Self-Guarantee / Financial Test
The Dow Chemical Company

Dockets 30-4783, 40-17, 50-264

The Dow Chemical Company in Midland, Michigan, submitted, by letter dated,

;

April 30, 1996, a revised decommissioning cost estimate, along with a self-t

guarantee / financial test and supporting documentation. The submission
addresses financial assurance for decommissioning costs totalling $20,655,000,

| for three licenses. The total decommissioning cost estimate of $18,830,000
addresses license STB-527 issued under 10 CFL Pert 40. License 21-00265-06,

| issued under 10 CFR Part 30, is assured for $825,000, which is equal to the
'

sum of two certification amounts ($750,000 for unsealed isotopes plus $75,000
for sealed sources). License R-108, issued under.10 CFR Part 50, is assured
for $1,000,000.

| The licensee should modify the submission in the following ways:

| (1) Submit Additional Detail to Support the Cost Estimate (Regulatory Guide
3.66, Appendix F)

The four-page decommissioning cost estimate submitted for license STB-527 does
not include sufficient detail to allow for an adequate evaluation of the

, subtotal or total cost estimate. In particular, the submission does not
,

| include cost estimate information on the decontamination and dismantling of |'

laboratory and facility components (e.g., tume hoods, laboratory benches,
loading docks) that may contaminated.

| To allow for an adequate evaluation of the estimated decommissioning costs,
i the licensee should revise its cost estimate to include this information and
! to increase the level of detail, especially for decontamination and |

dismantling activities, to be consistent with the cost estimating tables in
Appendix F of NRC's Regulatory Guide 3.66 " Standard Format and Content of
Financial Assurance Mechanisms Required for Decommissioning Under 10 CFR Parts

330, 40, 70, and 72," June 1990. '

(2) Clarify that No Credit Was Taken for Salvage Value (Regulatory Guide i

J.66, page 1-10)

The cost estimate does not state whether credit has been taken for any salvage
value that may be realized with the sale of potential assets during
decommissioning. If estimated credits are taken for salvage value but are not,

I fully realized at the time of decommissioning, the cost estimate may be
: significantly low. To ensure the adequacy of the cost estimate, Regulatory

Guide 3.66, page 1-10, states that cost estimates should not incorporate any
. credit for salvage value. The licensee should clarify that it has not
' included in its cost estimate credit for any salvage value that may be
i realized with the sale of potential assets at the time of decommissioning.
I
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[ (3) Revise or Justify the Salaries Used in the Cost Estimate (NUREG/CP-1754,
j Addendum 1)

The decommissioning cost estimate is based on salaries (including overhead of
38 percent) that appear low relative to those in Appendix 0 of NUREG/CR-1754,
Addendum 1, Technoloav. Safety and Costs of Decommissionina Reference Non-
Fuel-Cycle Nuclear Facilities: Comnendium of Current Information, Pacific
Northwest Laboratory, October 1989.

Submitted Salaries from
Salaries NUREG/CR-1754'

Technician $41,400 $53,200
Laborer $37,300 $53,200
Clerical $24,800 $41,500

Using the salaries from NUREG/CR-1754, which include overhead of 50 percent,
the total decommissioning cost would increase by nearly $260,000. Thus, the
decommissioning cost estimate may be substantially low. The licensee should
revise the salaries used in the cost estimate or provide justification for the

| salaries used (including the source of the data and whether the rates reflect
licensee staff, including overhead, or contractor staff, including contractor
profit).

( (4) Revise the CFO Letter and Self-Guarantee to Reference All Applicable NRC
Regulations'

The chief financial officer (CF0) letter and self-guarantee agreement
submitted by the licensee each state that the self-guarantee is intended to
provide financial assurance pursuant to 10 CFR Part 30. However, of the three
licenses covered by the self-guarantee, only license 21-00265-06 was issued
under 10 CFR Part 30. License STB-527 was issued under 10 CFR Part 40, and
license R-108 was issued under 10 CFR Part 50. To clarify NRC's authority to
draw on the guarantee pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 40 and 50, the licensee should
revise the CF0 letter and the self-guarantee to reference all applicable NRC
regulations. Specifically, the licensee should modify the guarantee so that

| it is issued pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 50.

(5) Revise the CFO Letter to Address the Self-Guarantee Financial Test (10
CFR Part 30, Appendix C)

Section II of Appendix C to 10 CFR Part 30 lists the financial test provisions
for self-guarantees, including the specific financial test criteria that must

j be met by all licensees using the self-guarantee mechanism. Recital 3 of the
'

;

1

' Adjusted annual salaries for owner / operator's staff from NUREG/CR-1754,
Addendum 1, Table D.1. Salaries have been adjusted from 1988 dollars to 1995 )
dollars using an inflation adjustment factor cf approximately 1.25 (107.5/86.1, '

based on GDP implicit price deflators as reported in Economic Indicators, March.

i 1996).
:
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submitted self-guarantee agreement appropriately states that the licensee must
comply with these provisions. The financial test demonstration submitted with

;

the CFO letter, however, demonstrates that the licensee passes the less '

restrictive financial test for carent guarantees found in Appendix A to 10 CFR |
Part 30, rather than the self-guarantee test found in Appendix C. Although
the financial test for parent guarantees is similar to the test for self-
guarantees in several respects, the self-guarantee test is more restrictive in
several ways:

Tangible net worth must be at least lQ times the total*

current decommissioning cost estimate or certification
amount (as opposed to six times in the parent guarantee
test).

If less than 90 percent of the company's total assets are*

located in the United States, assets in the United States
must be at least IQ times the total current decommissioning

| cost estimate or certification amount (as opposed to six
| times in the parent guarantee test).

The company's most recent bond issuance must be rated A or*

better by Standard and Poor's (S&P) or Moody's (as opposed
to BBB by S&P or Baa by Moody's in the parent guarantee |

test). !

The company must have at least one class of equity |*

securities registered under the Securities and Exchange Act
of 1934. (The parent guarantee test has no similar .

i
requirement.)

Independent analysis indicates that, at the present time, the licensee is
likely to pass the financial test required for self-guarantees. However, .

because the licensee documented compliance with the wrong financial test this
year, it could easily do so again in the future, even in years when it is
unable to pass the more difficult self-guarantee test. This possibility could
lead to a total lack of financial assurance for any of the three licenses. To
ensure that the licensee remains in compliance with NRC's requirements for
self-guarantees, the licensee should revise the CF0 letter to demonstrate its
ability to pass the financial test from Section II of Appendix C to 10 CFR
Part 30.

(6) Demonstrate the Self-Guarantor's Ability to Pass the Financial Test for
All Relevant Costs (10 CFR Part 30, Appendix C) {

Appendix C to 10 CFR Part 30 requires self-guarantors to pass the financial
j test for costs of "all decomissioning activities for which the company is
j responsible as self-guaranteeing licensee and as parent guarantor" (emphasis
; added). The CFO letter submitted by the licensee indicates that'the self-
i guarantee covers decommissioning costs for " facilities owned by Dow" (emphasis
:' added). As a result, the submitted CF0 letter and guarantee certify that the
i company passes the financial test only for the decommissioning costs covered
i by the self-guarantee, and not for the sum of all decommissioning costs being
|
] 3
,

:
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guaranteed by the company, including costs (if any) being guaranteed (1) for
subsidiary companies through the use of parent company guarantees or (2) for
facilities operated (but not owned) by the company.

Because the financial test becomes more difficult to pass as the costs covered
| by the test increase, failure to include all guaranteed costs in the test
| calculations could (1) make it appear that a company passes the test when it

really does not, and (2) allow a company to double count the same limited
financial strength to pass separate financial tests (e.g., one for costs
covered by a self-guarantee, and one for costs covered by a parent company
guarantee). To ensure that the licensee has sufficient financial strength to
pass the telt for all decommissioning costs being guaranteed, the licensee
should revise its submission to cover all decommissioning costs being i
guaranteed by the company, including those covered by parent company ;

guarantees. !

(7) The licensee should revise its submission to include the phrase "and the
licensee's independent auditor" in Recital 4 of the self-guarantee

! (Section III.D of Appendix C to 10 CFR Part 30)

| Section III.D of Appendix C to 10 CFR Part 30 states the following requirement
I for self-guarantee:

The licensee will promptly forward to the Commission and the
i licensee's indeoendent auditor all reports covering the latest

fiscal year filed by the licensee with the Securities and Exchange
Commission pursuant to the requirements of section 13 of the 1

Securities and Exchange Act of 1934. (emphasis added)

( The self-guarantee agreement submitted by the licensee includes this provision
' (as Recital 4) but does not include the phrase underlined above. The omission

of this phrase may place the self-guarantee in technical non-compliance with
NRC regulations. To ensure that the licensee complies with NRC regulations, i

the licensee should revise its submission to include the phrase "and the ,

licensee's independent auditor" in Recital 4 of the self-guarantee. |
'
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DISTRIBUTIONLIST: for letter dated 6/21/96

George Bruchmann, Director
Michigan Department of Enivironmental Quality
Drinking Water and Radiological Protection Div.
3423 North M.L. King Blvd. ,

P.O. Box 30630 i

Lansing, MI 48909-8130

Jean-Claude Dehmel, CHP |

S. Cohen & Associates, Inc.
1355 Beverly Road - Suite 250
McLean, VA 22101

Joseph C. Basta, Esq.
Dykema Gossett
400 Renaissance Center
Detroit, MI 48243
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